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Abstract

We characterize the solution to the optimal nonlinear income taxation problem ifindividu-
als face a minimum hours constraint that gives rise to labor supply responses along the exten-
sive margin. We provide conditions for optimal marginal tax rates to be positive everywhere
and derive a formula for the optimal participation taxes. This formula shows the additional
forces in comparison to the pure extensive labor supply model, can easily be generalized to
other contexts of extensive and intensive labor supply responses, and provides a new con-
dition under which an Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC) can be ruled out. In addition, we
develop a test for the second-best Pareto-efficiency of any income tax schedule. The test is ex-
pressed in reduced form and can be applied if the income distribution and empirical estimates
of the extensive and intensive labor supply elasticities are known. Carefully parameterized
simulations suggest that an EITC is optimal. An exogenous restriction that the welfare ben-
efit cannot be set below a certain level causes the EITC to be less pronounced. On the other
hand, exogenous government revenue requirements cause the EITC to be more pronounced in
relative terms, because the welfare benefit decreases while the participation subsidy remains
fairly constant. However, with the restriction of a fixed welfare benefit anincrease in revenue
requirements leads to a sharp decline of the participation subsidy.
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1 Introduction

Redistribution schemes that support the unemployed and individuals with low income exist in
all developed countries. There is, however, a public debateon the appropriate design of such
schemes: Should redistribution mainly be targeted to the unemployed with a Negative Income
Tax (NIT) or mainly to low incomes with an Earned Income Tax Credit (EITC)?

Economists can contribute to that debate by analyzing the equity-efficiency trade-off inherent in
such redistribution schemes and by deriving conditions under which one of these schemes may
be better suited than the other to achieve the distributional goals of society.

A large part of the literature related to that debate, including the classic article by Mirrlees (1971),
derives the properties of a tax transfer system that maximizes a social welfare function (SWF)1

if individuals’ productivity is unobservable and labor supply is continuous, i.e. individuals adjust
their labor supply along the intensive margin.The main result of this literature is that in general
marginal tax rates are positive,2 which results in a Negative Income Tax to be optimal. Zero and
low incomes receive a transfer, but face a positive marginaltax rate. This implies that the tax
when working is always higher than the tax when being unemployed, so all individuals face a
positive participation tax when entering the labor market:Tpart(Y ) = T (Y ) − T (0) > 0, see
Figure 1(a).

YY

T (Y )T (Y )

T (0)

T (0)

Tpart(Y ) > 0

Tpart(Y ) > 0 Tpart(Y )<0

Figure 1: (a) Negative Income Tax (NIT) (b) Earned Income TaxCredit (EITC)

However, as pointed out by Diamond (1980) and more recently by Saez (2002) and Choné and
Laroque (2011b), this result critically hinges on the underlying labor supply model. If individuals
cannot choose the number of hours they work, but only, whether to work or not, (so there is only
an extensive margin), results change drastically. Under the reasonable assumption that the social
marginal utility of income of those with very low income is higher than the marginal value of
public funds, participation taxes for this group are negative, i.e. individuals with low income
receive a higher transfer than the unemployed. This makes anEarned Income Tax Credit (EITC)
optimal, see Figure 1(b).3

These contradicting results raise the question which laborsupply model applies. As the empirical
literature on this topic points out, individuals adjust their labor supply along both, the extensive

1There is also a literature that characterizes the whole set of second-best Pareto-efficient nonlinear tax schedules; see
Stiglitz (1982), Werning (2007) and Choné and Laroque (2011a) for the intensive and Laroque (2005) for the extensive
labor supply model.

2See Mirrlees (1971), Seade (1982), Tuomala (1990), Diamond (1998), Werning (2000), Saez (2001) and Hellwig
(2007).

3Chońe and Laroque (2011b) consider the two different types of an EITC: either a tax schedule with negative marginal
tax rates (as in Figure 1(b)) or one with a discontinuity (as in Figure 2).
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and the intensive margin.4 This implies that the properties of an optimal redistribution scheme
should be derived within a framework that accounts for the decision of how many hours to work
as well as the decision of whether to work at all.

Saez (2002) was first to consider the optimal income tax problem within such a framework. In
his model, each individual can choose among two different occupations (intensive margin) and
unemployment (extensive margin), where occupations differ in earnings and disutility of work.
Besides deriving a formula for the optimal marginal tax rates5 he calibrates his model for the US
and shows that the EITC rather than the NIT is optimal if participation elasticities for low income
earners compared to hours of work elasticities are sufficiently high.

Putting the focus on the interplay of these two elasticities, Saez (2002) did not refer to a partic-
ular underlying labor supply model and a specific reason for the extensive margin. These two
aspects have subsequently been analyzed in greater detail by Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der
Linden (2010). They incorporate disutility of participation as a reason for the extensive margin
in a model of continuous labor supply with income effects andderive the optimal tax schedule
for the case of a continuous earnings distribution.6 They show conditions under which optimal
participation taxes are positive so that an EITC can be ruledout: The social marginal utility of
income for the lowest income group has to be smaller than the marginal value of public funds, so
that participation taxes are positive for this group. Adding the conditions for positive marginal
tax rates then ensures that participation taxes are positive for all income levels. However, their
simulation results show that usually only the second condition is met, so that an EITC is opti-
mal that is characterized by positive marginal tax rates, but negative participation taxes for low
incomes. This is due to a discontinuity in the tax schedule, see Figure 2.

Y

T (Y )

T (0)

Figure 2: Negative participation tax for low incomes (i.e. Earned Income Tax Credit) without
negative marginal tax rates due to a discontinuity in the taxschedule

Boone and Bovenberg (2004) also consider the optimal non-linear tax problem in the presence of
both margins. In their model individuals have to search for ajob and can either be unemployed
voluntarily (no search) or involuntarily (search without finding a job). Unlike Saez (2002) and

4See Heckman (1993), Eissa and Liebman (1996), Meyer and Rosenbaum (2001) and Meghir and Phillips (2008).
5Since there is a finite number of occupations (and thus income levels) in this discrete setting, the marginal tax rate is

the change in taxes relative to the change in income of two ‘adjacent’ occupations. However, in Saez (2000), an earlier
version of the paper, he also derives the formula for the marginal tax rate for the continuous case.

6The concept of disutility of participation is closely related to the concept of fixed costs of work, that are considered
as an important reason for extensive labor supply responses in the labor economics literature, see Hausman (1985) and
Cogan (1981).
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Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010) they consider the case of one-dimensional hetero-
geneity where individuals only differ in productivityw; thus all individuals of a givenw either
search or do not search. Those who search are then divided into two groups: those who find a job
and those who are involuntarily unemployed. They show that participation taxes can be negative
and that in this case the marginal tax rate for the lowest productivity is negative, too.

We add to this literature on optimal nonlinear income taxation with both extensive and intensive
margin in the following respects:

First, we analyze the consequences of a minimum hours constraint. Such a constraint can be due
to several reasons: Some tasks require the worker to be present for a certain amount of time and
some occupations need constant exercise (and thus a minimumamount of working time per week
or month) to keep quality at the desired level. There may alsobe fixed costs on the side of the firm
(e.g., for training or for providing equipment) on which thefirm wants to economize. Numerous
empirical papers provide strong evidence for a minimum hours constraint.7 Such a constraint
has two consequences. First, it brings about the extensive margin: Some of the individuals, who
would like to work less thanLmin, will prefer to be unemployed rather than to workLmin.
Secondly – and in contrast to a model with fixed costs of work ordisutility of participation –
it qualifies the response along the intensive margin: Those individuals who are constrained by
Lmin do not respond to (small) changes of the marginal tax rate, sothat for each productivity
level, the intensive margin is only present for part of the workers.

Secondly, in the literature on optimal income taxation withboth margins, the tax perturbation
method has so far only been used to derive a formula for the marginal tax rates. We show, how
a different tax perturbation can be used to also derive a formula for the participation taxes. With
this formula we can extend the results of Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010): If the
social marginal utility for the lowest income group is smaller than the marginal value of public
funds, participation taxes are positive for all income levels, regardless of whether the conditions
for positive marginal tax rates are satisfied or not. We can therefore show that only part of the
results from the models with only the extensive margin carryover to the case of both margins:
If the social marginal utility for the lowest income group issmaller than the marginal value of
public funds, the NIT remains optimal. The reverse, while true in a model with only the extensive
margin, does not hold: If the social marginal utility of the lowest income group is larger than the
marginal value of public funds, the EITC is not necessarily optimal.

Thirdly, we derive a sufficient-statistics test for the second-best Pareto-efficiency of any given
tax schedule in the presence of both labor supply responses and given quasi-linear preferences.
This test can also be applied when the extensive margin is dueto another reason than a minimum
hours constraint and only requires knowledge of the following observable variables: extensive
margin elasticities, intensive margin elasticities and the income distribution.

Finally, in carefully parameterized simulations we confirmthe results of Jacquet, Lehmann, and
Van der Linden (2010) that an optimal tax schedule is characterized by negative participation
taxes (i.e. participation subsidies) for low incomes and positive marginal tax rates. We then show
that the relationship of the degree of redistribution desired by society and the optimal partici-
pation subsidy is inversely u-shaped. In a next step we explore the robustness of the optimality

7Moffitt (1982) and Chen (1991) explicitly test for a minimum hours constraint and find it to be statistically significant.
Sachiko and Isamu (2011) show that higher fixed costs on the side of the firm lead to higher minimum hours. Euwals
and Van Soest (1999) show that there are less part time jobs than desired by workers in the Netherlands. Ilmakunnas
and Pudney (1990) find similar results for Finland. Van Soest,Woittiez, and Kapteyn (1990) and Tummers and Woittiez
(1991) suggest hours constraints to be a reason that many female unemployed cannot find jobs with a low number of
hours per week.
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of participation subsidies with regard to exogenous restrictions on the level of the welfare ben-
efit: If this restriction causes the welfare benefit to be above its optimal level, the participation
subsidy should be decreased. Thus, if a government is restricted not to set the welfare benefit
below a given level, e.g. the subsistence level prescribed by constitution or deemed necessary
by moralities, an EITC becomes less pronounced. This may explain why the EITC as an ele-
ment of social policy is more important in the US than in continental Europe with its tradition on
high welfare benefits.8 In a last step, we investigate the question whether an EITC should rather
be in place in countries with low or high exogenous government revenue requirements (e.g. for
public goods or interest on public debt). Interestingly, our results show that higher revenue re-
quirements strengthen the case for an EITC: While the welfarebenefit declines, the participation
subsidy remains fairly constant and therefore increases inrelative terms. A consequence of the
current public debt crisis in Europe might therefore be a greater reliance on EITC-type tax trans-
fer systems. However, if the welfare benefit is fixed, an increase in revenue requirements leads
to a sharp decline of the participation subsidy, so that the EITC becomes less pronounced. A
greater reliance on EITC-type tax transfer systems should therefore only be observed in those
countries, in which a substantial reduction of the welfare benefit is conceivable.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: In Section 2 we present our model of
labor supply. We first consider the case without the minimum hours constraint in Section 2.1
and then show how it must be modified due to this constraint in Section 2.2. We then state the
government’s problem and formulate it as a mechanism designproblem in Section 3. We derive
its solution and develop the test for the Pareto-efficiency of any given tax schedule in Section 4.
Section 5 provides the simulation results and Section 6 concludes.

2 The Model

Individuals’ preferences over consumptionC and hours of workL are characterized by

U(C,L;α) = C − v(αL), (1)

with v(0) = 0, v′ ≥ 0, v′′ ≥ 0. We assume quasi-linear preferences only to simplify the
exposition; incorporating income effects with a utility functionU = u(C)− v(αL) with u′ > 0,
u′′ < 0 is straightforward.9

Individuals differ in the parameterα, which measures preferences for leisure and is assumed to
enter the utility function in this way to render the two dimensional screening problem tractable.
Individuals also differ in their productivityw. The parametersw andα are distributed according
to a joint density functionk(w,α), which we represent by the marginal densityf(w) and the
conditional densityg(α|w):

k(w,α) = f(w) g(α|w).

The density functionsf andg have support[w0, w1] and[α0, α2] respectively, withw0, α0 > 0.
The corresponding distribution functions areF (w) andG(α|w).

8We provide a political economy interpretation of this resultbased on Coughlin (1986) and Lindbeck and Weibull
(1987) in Section 5.

9We state how the results change if we allow for income effects in Section 4.
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When choosing their labor supplyL, individuals have to take into account the minimum hours
constraintL ≥ Lmin. We could allow forLmin to depend onw, and for this constraint to apply
to only a share of the individuals, so that some individuals are entirely free when deciding on
the number of hours they work; however, in order to focus on the main mechanisms we simply
assume that the minimum hours constraint applies to all individuals, and thatLmin is the same
for all productivity levelsw.

Given an income tax scheduleT (Y ), the optimization problem of an individual of type(w,α) is

max
C,L

U(C,L;α) = C − v(αL) s.t. C ≤ wL− T (wL) (2)

L = 0 ∨ L ≥ Lmin. (3)

2.1 Labor Supply without the Minimum Hours Constraint

Let L̂ be the optimal labor supply if there were no minimum hours constraint. It is the solution
to (2) without (3) and given by the first order condition10

∂U

∂L
= (1− T ′(wL̂))w − αv′(αL̂) = 0. (4)

Denote byŶ = wL̂ gross income associated witĥL. ReplacingwL̂ in (4) yields

(1− T ′(Ŷ ))− v′
(
Ŷ /w

α

)
/w
α = 0, (5)

and shows that̂Y depends onw andα only through the one-dimensional aggregatew
α . We denote

this aggregate byβ. If there is no minimum hours constraint, all individuals – or types(w,α)
– with identicalwα = β earn the same incomêY (β). They can be found inα-w-space along a
straight line through the origin with slopeβ, see Figure 3.11

w

α

w1

w0

β1

β′, Y (β′), V (β′)

β0

α1α0

Figure 3: Identical incomeY (β) and identical maximum utilityV (β) for all combinations ofα
andw along the line with slopeβ = w

α . β, Y (β) andV (β) increasing counter-clock-wise.

10The second order conditionSOC = −w2T ′′(wL) − α2v′′(αL) < 0 is satisfied if the tax scheduleT is not too
concave, which we assume to be the case.

11Note that the smallest and largest value ofβ areβ0 = w0/α1 andβ1 = w1/α0 respectively.
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They also receive the same utility, since

V (β) = Y (β)− T (Y (β))− v (Y (β)/β) . (6)

While those individuals of typeβ with a higher productivityw have to work fewer hours to earn
Y (β), they suffer from a higher disutility of workα. Along aβ-line, these two effects cancel out
and utility is constant.

Without the minimum hours constraint, determining the optimal tax schedule in this setting
just constitutes a one-dimensional screening problem, even though individuals originally differ
among two characteristics.12 With the minimum hours constraint this is no longer the case.

2.2 Labor Supply with the Minimum Hours Constraint

As can be seen from Figure 3, for a given productivityw, income is decreasing inα, and thus
optimal labor supplŷL as well. Therefore individuals with a large enoughα want to work less
thanLmin. With the minimum hours constraint this is not feasible: If they decide to work at
all, they have to work longer hours than is optimal for them, i.e.,Lmin instead ofL̂. Denote by
αm(w) the threshold that separates those workingLmin from those working more thanLmin,
see Figure (4). It is implicitly defined by the FOC (4) evaluated atLmin:

(1− T ′(wLmin))w − v′(αm(w)Lmin)α
m(w) = 0. (7)

Typically αm(w) is increasing inw since for a given value ofα, individuals with a higher pro-
ductivity w work more. However, if the tax schedule is quite convex,αm(w) could also be
decreasing inw.

α

w

w1

w0

α1α0

L∗>Lmin

αm

L∗=Lmin

αu

L∗=0

Figure 4: Partition ofw-α-space byαm(w) andαu(w)

In order to determine overall optimal labor supplyL∗, we now turn to the individual’s decision
of whether to work at all. Denote the welfare benefit of an unemployed byb = −T (0), which
gives utilityU(b, 0, α) = b. Utility, when working, decreases inα, so that the individual prefers

12Chońe and Laroque (2011a) consider a similar model; however, they allow for a more general aggregation function
thanβ = w/α. Also, Brett and Weymark (2003) consider a similar ‘type aggregator’ in a model with endogenous
education.
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to be unemployed ifα is large enough. Denote byαu(w) the threshold for which the individual
is indifferent, (see Figure 4 again). It is implicitly defined by

w ·max[L̂, Lmin]− T (w ·max[L̂, Lmin])− v(αu(w) ·max[L̂, Lmin]) = b. (8)

As can easily be shown,αu(w) is increasing inw.

Figure 4 shows functional forms ofαu(w) andαm(w), so that for each productivityw all three
groups, those working more thanLmin, those workingLmin and those not working, exist. This,
however, need not always be the case. First, for some productivity levels the functions could be
outside the interval[α0, α1]. This case is captured in the formulas for the optimal tax schedule
we derive and does not have to be considered separately. Secondly, with positive participation
taxes, the two functions could cross ifLmin is small. In this case, there are some productivity
levels for which no individuals workLmin. However, since we want to analyze the impact of
the minimum hours constraint, we assumeLmin to be large enough, so that for eachw some
individuals are affected byLmin.13

αα

ww

w1

w0

α1α1 α0α0

αmαm αuαu

β′′, Y (β′′)

Y (β′)

β′′, V (β′′) V (β′)

β′β′

(a)Y (β)-curves (b) V (β)-curves

Figure 5: Shape ofβ-, Y (β)- andV (β)-curve: identical forβ′′, different forβ′

Not all income levels are affected by this constraint, as canbe seen in Figure 5. While none of
the individuals earningY (β′′) is constrained byLmin, some of the individuals earningY (β′)
are. Because part of theβ′-line is in the area where individuals would like to work fewer hours
thanLmin, but cannot,Y is increasing along theβ-line betweenαm andαu. In fact, since labor
supply for a given productivity is constant in this area, income equalsY (β′) along the horizontal
line betweenαm andαu, see Figure 5(a).

Along this horizontal line, utility is decreasing, since all individuals workLmin, get the same
incomeY (β′), but have a higher and higher disutility of labor. In fact, utility is even decreasing
along theβ′-line betweenαm andαu; it is constant along this line only without the minimum
hours constraint. Because individuals cannot optimally chooseL, utility equalsV (β′) along a
curve that lies above theβ′-line in the area betweenαm andαu.

The iso-income line does not coincide with the iso-indirectutility curve, so the type aggregator
β = w

α does not apply in the area betweenαm andαu. Therefore, with the minimum hours
constraint the optimal tax schedule is not simply the solution to a one-dimensional screening
problem.

13The formulas we derive can easily be adapted to the case thatαm andαu cross; however, for notational simplicity,
we refrain from doing that.
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3 The Government’s Problem

The government’s objective is to maximize the social welfare function

W =

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

α0

Ψ(V (w,α))dG(α|w)dF (w), (9)

whereV (w,α) is the indirect utility function of an individual of type(w,α) andΨ(·) is increas-
ing and concave.Ψ(·) may either represent redistributive preferences of the government or a
concave transformation of individual utilities that does not change preferences over leisure and
consumption.

The government can only observe incomeY , but neither labor supplyL norw orα. However, it
knows the distribution functionsF (w) andG(α|w). The obvious strategy to solve this problem
is to formulate it as a mechanism where the government determines the optimal incomeY (w,α)
and consumptionC(w,α) for each type(w,α). The government then maximizes (9) subject to
the budget constraint, the minimum hours constraint

Y (w,α) ≥ wLmin ∨ Y (w,α) = 0 (MHC)

and the incentive compatibility constraint

C(w,α)− v

(
α
Y (w,α)

w

)
≥ C(w′, α′)− v

(
α
Y (w′, α′)

w

)
∀ w′, α′, w, α. (IC)

So far this two-dimensional screening problem is difficult to solve since there is no obvious
ordering of the incentive constraints and because of the minimum hours constraint. We first
show how the problem can be solved if there were no minimum hours constraint, and then use
the result to show that in the above problem the incentive compatibility constraints are only
locally binding, which renders the problem tractable.

3.1 The Problem without the Minimum Hours Constraint

As shown in Section 2, without the minimum hours constraint all individuals along aβ-line earn
the same incomeY (β) and receive the same utilityV (β). Because the type aggregator then
applies to all individuals, the government’s problem can bestated entirely in terms ofβ. The
incentive constraint in this case reads as

C(β)− v

(
Y (β)

β

)
≥ C(β′)− v

(
Y (β′)

β

)
∀ β′, β. (ICβ)

Since preferences satisfy the Spence-Mirrlees condition,it can easily be shown that (ICβ) can
be replaced by an envelope condition

V ′(β) = v′
(
Y (β)

β

)
Y (β)

β2
(ECβ)

and a monotonicity constraint
Y ′(β) ≥ 0. (MC)

For those individuals who work more thanLmin this incentive constraint also holds in the full
problem. We will now argue why all the other incentive constraints also bind only locally.
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w

w1

w0

α1α0

αm αu

A

B

E

D

C

Figure 6: Incentive compatibility constraints

3.2 The Full Problem

Consider a representative iso-income-curve as shown in Figure 6. First note that along this curve,
by definition, income is constant, so consumption must be equal, too. Secondly, all individuals to
the right of theαu-curve must get the same income-consumption-bundle because the government
cannot distinguish between them. Now, three more steps are necessary to show that incentive
constraints bind only locally with respect to this iso-income-curve; the argument then applies to
all such curves:

1. For all individuals on the increasing part of the iso-income-curve, income only depends
on w

α , i.e. Y = Y (wα ). Using the results of Section 3.1, we know that within the areasA
andB incentive constraints bind only locally in the ‘β-direction’. By construction of the
iso-income-curves, all income-consumption-bundles inC andD can also be found inA
andB. Hence individuals inA or B do not prefer any income-consumption-bundles inC
andD.

2. By definition, theαu-type is indifferent between workingLmin and being unemployed.
Thus on theαu-curve incentive constraints bind locally. It immediatelyfollows that all
individuals to the right of this curve strictly prefer beingunemployed to earningwLmin.
Furthermore it follows that all individuals to the left of the αu-curve strictly prefer their
income-consumption-bundle to that of an unemployed individual since along the iso-in-
come-curve income is constant whileα is decreasing. This also implies that all individuals
on the increasing part of the iso-income-curve prefer theirincome-consumption-bundle to
that of the unemployed.

3. Because theαm-type does not prefer any income-consumption bundle with higher income,
all other individuals on the horizontal line also do not prefer such a bundle since they have
a higherα and the samew. This reasoning also applies to individuals on the horizontal
line to the right of theαu-curve since they have the samew but higherα.

This shows that for all individuals to the left of theαm-curve, incentive constraints bind only
locally in the ‘β-direction’. For all individuals on theαu-curve, incentive constraints bind locally
in the ‘α-direction’. For all other individuals incentive constraints are not binding. Using these
results, we can reformulate the full problem in a tractable way.
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For eachβ, letα(β) be the smallest andα(β) be the largest value ofα on the respectiveβ-line.
Also, let g(α|β) be the density ofα given β, i.e. the density along theβ-line, with support
[α(β), α(β)], and byh(β) the density ofβ, with corresponding distribution functionsG(α|β)
andH(β). Finally, denote byβ the value ofβ associated with the lowest attainable income:14

Y (β) = Ymin = w0Lmin.

The government’s objective then is

W =

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

Ψ(V (β)) dG(α|β) dH(β) (10)

+

∫ w1

w0

[∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

Ψ(V (w,α)) dG(α|w) +

∫ α1

αu(w)

Ψ(b) dG(α|w)

]
dF (w),

where the first term represents the individuals withL∗ > Lmin, the second those withL∗ = Lmin,
and the third the unemployed.15

When maximizing (10) the government has to satisfy the balanced budget constraint:
∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

b dG(α|w)dF (w) +R =

∫ β1

β

(Y (β)− C(β))G(αm(β)|β)dH(β) (11)

+

∫ w1

w0

∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(wLmin − C(w,α)) dG(α|w)dF (w).

Note thatY (β) − C(β) = T (Y (β)) andwLmin − C(w,α) = T (wLmin), so the first term on
the right hand side reflects the taxes collected from the individuals that are not constrained by the
minimum hours requirement, the second the taxes from those that workLmin. On the left-hand
side are the fiscal costs of welfare benefits and additional exogenous revenue requirementsR.

Further, the government has to consider a ‘no-discrimination-constraint’

C(β) = C

(
Y (β)

Lmin
, α

)
, (NDC)

which states that individuals who earn the same income, mustattain the same level of consump-
tion.16 The LHS reflects the consumption of an individual of typeβ that is not affected by the
minimum hours constraint, and the RHS reflects the consumption of an individual that works
Lmin and earnsY (β) since his wage isw = Y (β)

Lmin
.

Finally, the envelope condition has to hold:17

V ′(β) = v′
(
Y (β)

β

)
Y (β)

β2
, ∀ β ∈ [β, β1]. (EC ′

β)

14Note that theβ-line associated withβ passes through the point(w0, αm(w0)).
15Note that in the first line the limit of integration ismin[α(β), αm(β)], but can be simplified toαm(β), since

g(α|β) = 0 for α(β) < α < αm(β). This applies for all the following expressions whereα(β) < αm(β) is possible
for someβ.

16Scheuer (2011), considering optimal taxation in a framework with endogenous occupational choice, imposes a tech-
nically similar constraint when deriving properties of any Pareto-optimal tax schedule for the case that the government
cannot treat entrepreneurs and employees differently, so that entrepreneurial profits and wage income are taxed according
to the same tax schedule.

17Following common practice in optimal tax theory, we solve the problem without the monotonicity constraint and
verify ex-post that it is fulfilled.
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4 Properties of the Optimal Tax Schedule

4.1 Marginal Tax Rates

Proposition 1. The solution to the government’s problem in terms of marginal tax rates is

T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))
=

A(Y (β))

B(Y (β))
, (12)

with

A(Y (β)) =

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β′)

α(β′)

(λ−Ψ′(V (β′))) dG(α|β′)dH(β′) (13)

+

∫ w1

Y (β)
Lmin

[∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(λ−Ψ′(V (w,α))) dG(α|w)

+λg(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)

]
dF (w)

and
B(Y (β)) = λβ

εY,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′ + 1
G(αm(β)|β)h(β).

The Lagrange multiplierλ, associated with the government’s budget constraint (11),is equal to
the average social marginal utility of income, i.e.

λ =

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

α0

Ψ′(V (w,α))dG(α|w)dF (w). (14)

Further, we have

A(Y (β)) = 0. (15)

Proof. See Appendix A.1

The termB(Y (β)) captures the effect of marginal tax rates on labor supply along the intensive
margin.18 The higher the massG(αm(β)|β)h(β) of individuals whose marginal incentives are
distorted,19 the larger their income (reflected byβ), and the stronger their response to an increase
in marginal tax ratesεY,1−T ′/(εY,1−T ′ + 1), the lower marginal tax rates should be.

The first two lines of the termA(Y (β)) represent the difference between the marginal value of
public fundsλ, and the social marginal utilityΨ′, summed up over all individuals with income
greater thanY . If this expression is greater than zero, welfare is raised if taxes for this group are
increased. Such an increase can be achieved by higher marginal tax rates atY . This is whyT ′

should be the larger, the larger this expression is.

18Equation (12) can also be derived by the tax perturbation method; in its terminologyB(Y (β)) represents the elas-
ticity effect (Saez 2001) or the substitution effect (Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden 2010).

19Recall thath(β) denotes the density ofβ, andG(αm(β)|β) the share of individuals to the left of theαm-curve
on this particularβ-line, so thatG(αm(β)|β)h(β) represents the mass of individuals with incomeY (β) which are not
restricted byLmin.
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However, an increase in taxes for individuals with income above Y also increases their parti-
cipation taxes. This gives rise to labor supply responses along the extensive margin, captured
by the third line in (13). For a given productivityw, the mass of individuals responding is

g(αu(w)|w)
(
− ∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)

)
, and an individual responding then receives the welfare benefit b in-

stead of paying taxesT (wLmin); this decreases government revenues byT (wLmin)+ b. Again,
this has to be summed up over all individuals with income greater thanY . If this participation
effect is large, then marginal tax rates atY should be small.20

We now turn to the condition for optimal marginal tax rates tobe positive for all income levelsY .
Denote the density ofY by h̃(Y ).21 Sinceh̃(Y (β1)) = 0, in our model the result of no distortion
at the top does not hold; however, this is a purely technical issue, see Brett and Weymark (2003,
p. 2565). Also, the result of no distortion at the bottom doesnot hold either, so we can have
T ′(Ymin) 6= 0.22

Proposition 2. LetΨ
′

(Y ) be the average social marginal utility of income of individuals with
incomeY , andξh̃,b the semi-elasticity of unemployment for incomeY with respect to a marginal
increase inb, i.e. the share of individuals with incomeY that would leave the labor force if
unemployment benefits were marginally increased.

(i) For Y ≤ w1Lmin, marginal tax rates are positive if

∂

∂Y

(
λ−Ψ

′

(Y )

ξh̃,b(Y )

)
> 0. (16)

(ii) For Y > w1Lmin, marginal tax rates are positive ifΨ
′

(Y ) is decreasing in income.

Proof. See Appendix A.2.

This proposition states the conditions for the classical Mirrlees result of positive marginal tax
rates for a situation, in which individuals are restricted by a minimum hours constraint.23 For
incomes greater thanw1Lmin, the extensive margin is absent, so the condition is as in thestan-
dard Mirrlees case:Ψ

′

has to be decreasing in income. If the government wants to redistribute
from the top to the bottom, negative marginal tax rates cannot be optimal since they distort labor
supply and redistribute in the ‘wrong’ direction.

20In terminology of the tax perturbation method,A(Y (β)) represents the mechanical and the participation effect.
If we allowed for income effects in the utility function (i.e.U(C,L;α) = u(C) − v(αL) with u(c) increasing and
concave),A(Y (β)) would have to be extended by

λ

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β′)

α(β′)
ηT ′(Y (β′))dG(α|β′)dH(β′),

whereη =
∂Y

∂τ
, with τ being an additional lump-sum transfer. Individuals with income greater thanY (β) have a loss

of net income that can be interpreted as an additional lump sum tax τ . If leisure is a normal good, as it would be in that
case, this will make them increase their labor supply. This ”reinforce[s] the mechanical effect” (Saez 2001, p. 217) by
increasing tax revenues of the government.

21Note that̃h(Y (β))=G(αm(β)|β)h(β) dβ
dY

+
(

G
(

αu(wβ)|wβ

)

−G
(

αu(wβ)|wβ

)) f(wβ)

Lmin
with wβ =

Y (β)
Lmin

.
22This is because in our model forβ → β, bothA(Y (β)) → 0 andB(Y (β)) → 0. The result of no distortion at the

bottom, derived by Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010), in their model holds because the substitution effect
does not vanish at the bottom of the income distribution.

23Condition (16) is the same as in the model of Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010), see their Proposition 2.
This shows that their result can be extended to a situation with heterogeneity in labor supply conditional onw. In
addition, note that condition (16) is necessary for marginaltax rates to be positive in the pure extensive model, see
Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010).
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In the presence of extensive responses that condition alonedoes not guarantee that marginal tax
rates are positive. They also depend onξh̃,b, the semi-elasticity of unemployment for income
Y with respect to the marginal increase inb. As Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010)
point out, it is reasonable to assume that it is decreasing inincome, i.e. the increase in the income-
specific unemployment rate due to a 1$-increase in unemployment benefits is higher for a low-
income than for a high-income group.

If ξh̃,b is decreasing in income, this seems to be an additional forcefor positive marginal tax
rates: If higher incomes are less inclined to become unemployed, the distortion of higher par-
ticipation taxes for higher incomes (due toT ′ > 0) is reduced. However, two cases have to be
distinguished.

Case 1:Ψ
′

< λ

For (high) income levels withΨ
′

< λ, condition (16) is fulfilled if bothΨ
′

andξh̃,b are decreas-
ing. For these income levels, marginal tax rates can only be negative ifξh̃,b is increasing, so that

participation effects are increasing and particularly high for a certain income level, saỹY . In
this case, even though negative marginal tax rates just below Ỹ have an undesirable redistribu-
tive effect and lead to an upward distortion of labor supply along the intensive margin, they also
reduce the participation tax for̃Y and – because of the highξh̃,b at Ỹ – induce a relatively large

number of individuals to earñY instead of being unemployed , which then increases government
revenues.

Case 2:Ψ
′

> λ

For (low) income levels withΨ
′

> λ, bothΨ
′

andξh̃,b decreasing is not sufficient for optimal
marginal tax rates to be positive. Consider the case that foran income interval[Y1, Y2] participa-
tion taxes are negative,Ψ

′

decreases ‘slowly’ andξh̃,b decreases ‘rapidly’, andT (Y ) is constant
(or increasing). Could welfare be higher with a decreasing tax schedule instead, (i.e. higher taxes
close toY1 and lower taxes close toY2)? WithΨ

′

almost constant, the direct effect on welfare
due to this redistribution within the interval is negligible. Sinceξh̃,b decreases rapidly, more
individuals will become unemployed due to the tax increase close toY1 than will begin working
due to the tax decrease close toY2.24 This overall increase in unemployment actually increases
government revenue, because with negative participation taxes the government saves this extra
transfer (the participation subsidy) for every individualthat becomes unemployed.25

4.2 Participation Taxes

Proposition 3. Optimal participation taxes are given by

Tpart(Y (β))λg(αu(wβ)|wβ)

(
−

∂αu(wβ)

∂Tpart(Y (β))

)
f(wβ)Y

′(β)

Lmin
+
(
Ψ

′

(Y (β))− λ
)
h̃(Y (β))

=
∂

∂β

[
λβ

(
εY,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′ + 1

)
T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

]
(17)

wherewβ = Y (β)
Lmin

.

24Since these individuals are indifferent between working and not working, their change in utility is of second order
only.

25This argument for the possibility of negative marginal tax rates does not apply for Case 1, because we cannot have
Ψ

′
(Y ) < λ, Tpart(Y ) < 0 andT ′(Y ) < 0 at the same time, see the proof of Corollary 2.
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The derivation of this formula can be found in Appendix A.3. Here, we instead derive it intu-
itively. Therefor, consider first equation (17) with the right hand side equal to zero. We then have
the standard interpretation of a model with only an extensive margin: The sign of the optimal
participation tax only depends on the social marginal utility of income compared to the marginal
value of public funds:26 For income levels withΨ

′

< λ, participation taxes are positive, for those
with Ψ

′

> λ, they are negative (Diamond 1980, Saez 2002, Choné and Laroque 2011b). This
result can most easily be understood by considering an (infinitesimally) small perturbation of a
tax schedule as shown in Figure 7, so that the tax at incomeY is reduced bydT due to a small
decrease of the marginal tax rate in the interval[Y − dY, Y ] and a small increase of the marginal
tax rate in the interval[Y, Y + dY ].27 Without intensive labor supply responses, this only has a
mechanical effect (individuals with incomeY pay lower taxes) and a participation effect (some
of the unemployed start working as the participation tax is reduced). For an optimal tax schedule,
these two effects on welfare which are captured by the LHS of (17) have to add up to zero and
therefore the sign of the participation tax is equal to the sign ofλ−Ψ

′

.

Y

T (Y )

Y(β)Y(β)−dY Y(β)+dY

Figure 7: Tax perturbation

With labor supply responses along the intensive margin sucha perturbation also has a substitution
effect because of the change in marginal tax rates. Individuals with income in[Y − dY, Y ] will
increase their labor supply, and those with income in[Y, Y +dY ] will decrease their labor supply.
By the envelope theorem, these labor supply responses only change welfare by their impact on
public funds. Whether government revenues increase or decrease due to the substitution effect,
depends on the difference of these two effects, which in the limit, asdT → 0, is captured by the
derivative of the substitution effect, i.e. the RHS of (17).For a constant mass of individuals, a
constant elasticity and a constant marginal tax rate, the substitution effect is increasing (so that
the RHS of (17) is positive), which then makes negative participation taxes less likely compared
to the pure extensive model. This shows that we can haveΨ

′

> λ and stillTpart > 0. 28

This raises the question if at least at the bottom of the income distribution, where there is no
substitution effect, the result of the pure extensive modelholds. Note that the right hand side of
(17) can be decomposed into two terms:

26Note thatλg(αu(wβ)|wβ)
(

−
∂αu(wβ)

∂Tpart(Y (β))

)

f(wβ)Y ′(β)

Lmin
> 0.

27Werning (2007) considers such a tax reform in a classical Mirrlees framework with intensive labor supply responses
in order to test whether any given income tax schedule is Pareto-efficient. In the next section we extend his Pareto-
efficiency test to models with intensiveandextensive labor supply responses.

28The inclusion of income effects would make negative participation taxes less likely if leisure is a normal good. The
reason is that an increase in the participation tax induces an increase in labor supply along the intensive margin due to
income effects; this effect works against negative participation taxes.
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λ

[
T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))

∂

∂β

(
β

εY,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′ + 1
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

)
(18)

+ β
εY,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′ + 1
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

∂

∂β

(
T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))

)]
.

Evaluating atβ → β, the term in the second line vanishes becauseG(·) = 0, while the derivative
in the first line is unambiguously positive. In fact, this is just the situation depicted in Figure 7,
when we letY (β) be equal toYmin, i.e. the tax schedule starts atY (β) in Figure 7. Since
there is no substitution effect to the left ofYmin, but there is one to the right ofYmin, the
substitution effect is increasing. Although there is no substitution effect at the bottom of the
income distribution, the result from the binary model that the sign of the participation tax only
depends onΨ

′

relative toλ does not carry over.

Corollary 1. In a model with two margins,Ψ
′

> λ at the bottom of the income distribution is not
sufficient for the participation taxTpart(Ymin) to be negative although there is no substitution
effect atYmin.

However, one can show that the reverse holds:29

Corollary 2. WithΨ
′

< λ at the bottom of the income distribution,Tpart(Y ) is positive for all
Y ≥ Ymin.

Proof. If Ψ
′

< λ at the bottom,Tpart(Ymin) can only be negative if T ′(Ymin)
1−T ′(Ymin)

is negative.
However,Tpart has to be positive for someY so that the government budget constraint is sat-
isfied. This means thatT ′ has to turn positive for some value ofY , sayỸ , whereTpart is still

negative. AtỸ , T ′(Ỹ ) = 0 and ∂
∂β

(
T ′(Ỹ )

1−T ′(Ỹ )

)
> 0, so the right hand side is unambiguously

positive, a contradiction toTpart(Ỹ ) still being negative at that point.

4.3 A Test for Pareto-Efficiency

So far we focused on characterizing that part of the Pareto-frontier that corresponds to concave
social welfare functions. We now show that our analysis can be extended to test whether any
given income tax schedule is second-best Pareto-efficient.30 Rewriting the government’s objec-
tive (9) as

W =

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

α0

V (w,α)dG̃(α|w)dF̃ (w) (19)

allows to derive a formula that characterizes the whole Pareto-frontier with g̃(α|w) and f̃(w)
being the Pareto-weights, and̃G(α|w) andF̃ (w) the cumulated Pareto-weights.31 Replacing so-

29The result also applies to the model of Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010): They also do not have a
‘substitution effect’ for the lowest income, because in their modelT ′(Ymin) = 0.

30Saez (2001) first proposed this method. Werning (2007) elaborates it for the classical Mirrlees model with intensive
labor supply responses. Scheuer (2011) pursues this method for the case of differential tax treatment of labor income and
profits; as Scheuer (2011), we focus on the integral form of the efficiency condition.

31It is well known that every Pareto-optimum can also be interpreted as a Utilitarian optimum with respective weights
in the welfare function. Let the weight of an individual of type (w,α) be ω(w,α). Then the Pareto-weight is
ω(w,α)g(α|w)f(w) = g̃(α|w)f̃(w).
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cial marginal utility in (12) by the (averaged) Pareto-weights then leads to the following corollary
that provides a condition for an income tax schedule to be Pareto-efficient.

Corollary 3. A tax scheduleT (Y ) is Pareto-efficient if and only if

T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))
B(Y (β))− λ

[∫ β1

β

G(αm(β′)|β′)dH(β′)

+

∫ w1

Y (β)
Lmin

(G(αm(w)|w)−G(αu(w)|w))dF (w)

+

∫ w1

Y (β)
Lmin

g(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)dF (w)

]
(20)

is non-decreasing inβ.

Rewriting formula (12) yields an equation with expression (20) on the LHS, and the negative
of the cumulated Pareto-weights of all individuals with income aboveY (β) on the RHS. The
RHS decreasing inβ would imply a negative Pareto-weight at this point and we would have
Pareto-inefficiency.

A problem with expression (20) is that neither the parametersα andw nor the distribution func-
tions f(w) andg(α|w) can be inferred from the income distribution, marginal tax rates and a
given utility function as can be done with only one-dimensional heterogeneity (Saez 2001).

We now argue that one can rewrite (20) in reduced form making this information redundant:

Proposition 4. Let ε̂Y,1−T ′ be the empirically estimated elasticity of income along theintensive
margin andξ̂h̃,b the empirically estimated participation semi-elasticityat income levelY . Fur-

ther, letH̃(Y ) be the cdf of the observed income distribution. Then, for quasi-linear preferences
a tax scheduleT (Y ) is Pareto-efficient if and only if

T ′(Y )

1− T ′(Y )
ε̂Y,1−T ′ h̃(Y )Y − (1− H̃(Y ))−

∫ Ymax

Y

ξ̂h̃,b(T (Y ) + b)dH̃(Y ) (21)

is non-decreasing inY .

Proof. See Appendix A.4.

As long as we can observe elasticities and the income distribution, we can test for the Pareto-
efficiency of a tax schedule under the assumption of quasi-linear preferences. We thus extended
the analysis of Werning (2007) for the case with intensive and extensive labor supply responses.32

Following Werning (2007) we now briefly discuss the idea ofsimplePareto-improving reforms.
Consider therefor again a tax reform as illustrated in Figure 7. This reform makes some indi-
viduals better off and no individual worse off. If, in addition, tax revenue does not decrease the
reform unambiguously induces a Pareto-improvement. As in Werning (2007), this is rather likely

32Instead of testing for Pareto-efficiency, this analysis could also be used to check whether marginal reforms increase
welfare for given welfare weights as proposed by Chetty (2009). Immervoll, Kleven, Kreiner, and Saez (2007) actually
consider two kinds of marginal reforms for several European countries: increasing the welfare benefit and increasing
in-work benefits.
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if the income density, and therefore the substitution effect, is falling rapidly atY (β). In the pres-
ence of extensive labor supply responses the possibility ofsuch a Pareto-improvement is further
influenced by the participation elasticity and the sign of the participation tax; ifTpart(Y (β)) > 0
a Pareto-improvement is more likely.33

4.4 Exogenous Welfare Benefit

So far we assumed that the government is only restricted by informational asymmetries. We now
consider the case where the government cannot set the level of the welfare benefitb below an
exogenous threshold̄b. Such a threshold could exist for several reasons: On the onehand, it
could be predetermined by constitution or set by the welfarecourt to cover a subsistence level
that might be higher than the welfare maximizing one. On the other hand, there may simply be
a tradition of high welfare benefits that is difficult to overcome by a government without being
accused of lack of solidarity with the poorest poor.34

The following corollary summarizes:

Corollary 4. If the government is restricted not to set the welfare benefitb below an exogenous
thresholdb̄, then the formulas for the optimal marginal tax rates and theoptimal participation
taxes do not change. However, the marginal value of public funds is now described by

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

α0

Ψ′(V (w,α))dG(α|w)dF (w) + γ = λ,

whereγ is the Lagrange multiplier of the constraintb ≥ b̄.

Proof. See Appendix A.5

If the constraint is binding, thenγ > 0, so thatλ is then larger than the average social marginal
utility of income. In the following section we numerically investigate the effect of such an
increase inλ, i.e. how such a binding constraint influences the shape of the optimal tax system.

5 Simulations

In this section we numerically investigate our model. Afterparameterizing the model, we briefly
document on the shape of the marginal tax rates as well as the optimality of a negative par-
ticipation tax and compare these results to the literature.Then we investigate to what extent
the optimality of a negative participation tax is robust to exogenous restrictions on the welfare
benefit and to exogenous revenue requirements of the government.

33Note, however, that Pareto-inefficient income tax schedulesexist for which such simple Pareto-improving reforms
are not possible. To obtain Pareto-improvements in this case,more sophisticated tax reforms are necessary; nevertheless
conditions (20) and (21) can identify the Pareto-inefficiency of such schedules.

34Boone and Bovenberg (2004, 2006) investigate a similar case whereb is exogenous. They propose that social
assistance and the tax system might be chosen by different governmental institutions. Further, they argue, that one can
view such an analysis ‘as exploring how the tax system can be employed to address the possibly suboptimal aspects of
social assistance’ (Boone and Bovenberg 2004, p. 2229).
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5.1 Choice of Parameters

They key parameters of the model are the distribution ofα, β andw and the functionsU andΨ.
The latter is assumed to be

Ψ(V (·)) =
1

1− ρ
V (·)1−ρ.

The higherρ the higher the degree of inequality aversion. For our benchmark simulations we set
ρ = 1.5.

For the utility function we assumeU(C,L;α) = C − (αL)
k, leading to a constant elasticity of

εY,1−T ′ = 1
k−1 . In the following we choosek = 4, which implies an elasticity of0.33. Due

to the minimum hours restrictions, this parametric assumption actually leads to lower average
elasticities for low income levels, whose exact size depends on the share of individuals affected
by the constraint at the respective income level.

Since the work of Diamond (1998) and Saez (2001) it is known that the skill distribution plays a
key role for the shape of the optimal tax schedule. We assume the parameterβ to be distributed
according to a lognormal distribution with parameters(µ, σ) = (2.757, 0.5611)35 in the inter-
val [0.06, 3500] and append a Pareto-tail with parametera = 2 at the98.5%-percentile. We
choose the minimum possible value of the Pareto-distribution such that the resulting density is
continuous.

The distribution functionH(β) is consistent with many distribution functionsG(α|w) andF (w)
and many values ofw0 andw1.36 We specify these as follows: Along aβ-line the mass of
individuals is normally distributed with the mode at the center of theβ-line; the variance of
the normal distribution as well asw0, w1 andLmin are chosen so that the extensive margin
is present up to the75%-quantile of the income distribution, participation elasticities are about
0.25 on average, and average intensive elasticities are between0.1 (very low incomes) and0.33
(medium and higher incomes) consistent with empirical estimates37 if the following tax schedule
was in place: a constant marginal tax rate of 40% and a welfarebenefit such that the government
budget constraint is met.38 The density in(w,α)-space is illustrated in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Densityk(w,α)

35See the online appendix of Mankiw, Weinzierl, and Yagan (2009).
36With β0, β1, w0 andw1 given,α0 andα1 can be inferred.
37See, e.g., Chetty, Guren, Manoli, and Weber (2011) and Blundell, Bozio, and Laroque (2011).
38Note that these restrictions do not pin down the values of thevariance,w0, w1 andLmin, so the parameter combi-

nation we chose is one of many possible combinations. Results are, however, very similar for other combinations.
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5.2 Results

Figure 9 illustrates optimal marginal tax rates as a function of β for the benchmark case. They
first increase and then follow a U-shaped pattern. Further, participation subsidies are optimal
(Tpart(Ymin) < 0); we have|Tpart(Ymin)/b| = 0.36, implying that the transfer a worker with
the lowest income receives is 36% higher than the welfare benefit b.

Figure 9: Marginal Tax Rates

We first test how the result of negative participation taxes depends on the assumed redistributive
preferences of the government, see Figure 10(a). Not surprisingly the welfare benefitb increases
in ρ. The participation subsidy|Tpart(Ymin)| for the lowest income, and the ratio of this subsidy
relative to the welfare benefit|Tpart(Ymin)/b| first increases and then decreases. This implies
that participation subsidies (relative to the welfare benefit) are more important for intermediate
values ofρ, with a maximum atρ ≈ 1.2.

(a) b and|Tpart(Ymin)| (b) |Tpart(Ymin)/b|

Figure 10: Optimality of EITC-type tax schedule as a function of ρ

Several unreported simulations support these results as long as the parameters are such thatβ is
distributed log-normally with a Pareto-tail and the extensive and intensive elasticities are similar.
We refrain from investigating to what extent the results arerobust to other sizes of the elastic-
ities, but refer to Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010) and Saez (2002) who provide
elaborations of that question. Instead we investigate to what extent the optimality of negative
participation taxes for a given set of parameters is robust to exogenous restrictions of the govern-
ment.
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5.3 Optimality of Negative Participation Taxes with Restrictions on Wel-
fare Benefits

As we discussed in Section 4.4, the government might be restricted not to set the welfare benefitb
below a certain threshold̄b. We now investigate whether negative participation taxes stay optimal
if this restriction is binding. As shown in Figure 11 for the benchmark case ofρ = 1.5, an
increase of the welfare benefitb above its optimal value leads to a decrease in the participation
subsidy rendering the EITC less pronounced. We illustrate increases only until 35%, because
then the Rawlsian, i.e. the maximum value ofb is reached. Although participation subsidies do
not vanish entirely, they become small relative to the welfare benefit, see Figure 11(b).39

(a) b and|Tpart(Ymin)| (b) |Tpart(Ymin)/b|

Figure 11: Increasing b withρ = 1.5

These results may describe one of the reasons why EITC-type tax schedules are a more impor-
tant element of social policy in the US than in continental Europe. If there are constitutional
constraints not to set the welfare benefit below the subsistence level, which may be higher in
Europe than in the US, or there simply is a tradition of higherwelfare benefits in Europe, which
makes it difficult for a government to lower welfare benefits without being accused of having
abandoned solidarity with those who are most in need, European governments may be confined
to implement a ‘third best’ without (or with rather low) participation subsidies but high welfare
benefits. In fact, ifΨ(·) is considered as concavity of individual utility, so that (9) represents
a utilitarian objective, this ‘third best’ could be given a political economy interpretation: As
Coughlin (1986) as well as Lindbeck and Weibull (1987) have shown, the political outcome in a
probabilistic voting framework is described by the solution of the maximization of a utilitarian
welfare function.

This is obviously not a closed theory since the restriction on the welfare benefit is exogenous
to our model. However, it seems quite reasonable to assume that constitutional constraints or
tradition regarding society’s generosity with respect to the poorest poor may evolve rather slowly,
so that the welfare benefit can not as easily be set as the tax schedule.

39The graphs are very similar for different values ofρ, however, all three curves get steeper asρ increases.
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5.4 Optimality of Negative Participation Taxes with Exogenous Govern-
ment Spending

The current public debt crises in Europe will probably lead to tighter budgets in the future.
We therefore analyze whether higher fiscal obligations willlead governments to rely on EITC-
type tax-transfer system to a greater extent. Figure 12 shows comparative statics forb and
Tpart(Ymin) with respect to an increase in revenue requirementsR. Interestingly, an increase in
the revenue requirement leads to an almost parallel upwardsshift of the entire tax schedule, so
that the participation subsidy stays almost constant whilethe welfare benefit decreases strongly.
With higher revenue requirements the EITC is more pronounced in relative terms.40 One might
therefore expect EITC-type tax transfer schedules to play amore important role in Europe as a
consequence of the public debt crisis.

(a) b and|Tpart(Ymin)| (b) |Tpart(Ymin)/b|

Figure 12: Increase inR

In contrast, and not surprisingly, if the welfare benefit is set exogenously, an increase inR clearly
makes an EITC less likely. In Figure 13, the welfare benefit isset at its optimal level without
additional revenue requirements. Keeping the welfare benefit at this level while increasingR
shows that the participation tax decreases. The ratio|(Tpart(Ymin)/b| then, of course, decreases
as well.41 A greater reliance on EITC-type tax transfer systems shouldtherefore only be observed
in those countries, in which a substantial reduction of the welfare benefit is conceivable.

(a) b and|Tpart(Ymin)| (b) |Tpart(Ymin)/b|

Figure 13: Increase inR with fixed b

40This result is robust to other values ofρ: The welfare benefit always decreases, while the participation tax remains
fairly constant or decreases only slowly.

41This result is robust to other exogenously set values of the welfare benefit (as well as to other values ofρ).
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6 Conclusion

We characterized the solution to the optimal non-linear income tax problem when individuals
cannot work less than a certain number of hours. We provided the conditions for optimal marginal
tax rates to be positive and derived a formula for the optimalparticipation taxes. We showed that
participation taxes need not be negative at the bottom of theincome distribution if the social
marginal utility of those with the lowest income is greater than the marginal value of public
funds. This shows that only part of the results of the models with only an extensive margin carry
over to the case of two margins.

In addition, we developed a test for the second-best Pareto-efficiency of any given income tax
schedule in the presence of quasi-linear preferences and intensive and extensive labor supply
responses. When stated in reduced form, the test only requires knowledge of labor supply elas-
ticities and the income distribution. This test complements the work of Werning (2007) by incor-
porating extensive labor supply responses.

A numerical exploration of the model yielded several results. Reasonable parameterizations of
the model confirmed the results of Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der Linden (2010) that optimal
non-linear tax schedules are characterized by a U-shaped pattern of marginal tax rates and par-
ticipation subsidies for low incomes through a discontinuity in the tax function. Additionally,
we contribute to the literature by elaborating the relationship between the degree of inequality
aversion and the magnitude of participation subsidies for low incomes, where we find a hump-
shaped relationship. For low inequality aversion, welfarebenefits and participation subsidies
should be low. Whereas the welfare benefit unambiguously rises in the degree of inequality aver-
sion, the participation subsidy first increases and then decreases indicating that the optimality of
an EITC-type tax transfer system is most pronounced for intermediate redistributive preferences.

Finally, we investigate whether the optimality of an EITC-type tax schedule is robust to exoge-
nous restrictions on the welfare benefits, exogenous government spending and its interaction.
First, if the government is restricted not to set the welfarebenefit below a certain value and this
restriction is binding, we find that the level of participation subsidies is strictly declining in this
exogenous value; from a political economy perspective thisresult might explain why labor supply
of individuals with low income is subsidized to a greater extend in the US than in continental Eu-
rope. Secondly, we find that an increase in exogenous government revenue requirements mainly
leads to a decrease in the welfare benefit while the participation subsidy stays fairly constant; this
result indicates that the importance of participation subsidies relative to welfare benefits should
be higher in countries with higher debt. If, however, the constraint on the welfare benefit is al-
ready binding, then only small increases in exogenous government obligations lead to a strong
decrease in the participation subsidies.
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A Appendix

A.1 Proof of Proposition 1

The Lagrangian for the Problem as stated in Section 3.2 readsas:

L =

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

Ψ(V (β)) dG(α|β) dH(β)

+

∫ w1

w0

∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

Ψ(V (w,α)) dG(α|w)dF (w) +

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

Ψ(u(b)) dG(α|w)dF (w)

+λ

[∫ β1

β

(
Y (β)−

(
V (β) + v

(
Y (β)

β

)))
G(αm(β)|β)dH

+

∫ w1

w0

∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(wLmin − (V (w, a) + v (αLmin))) dG(α|w)dF (w)

−

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

b dG(α|w)dF (w)

]

+

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(Y (β)/Lmin)

αu(Y (β)/Lmin)

η(β, α)

[
V (β) + v

(
Y (β)

β

)
− V (w,α)− v (αLmin)

]
dαdβ

+

∫ β1

β

(
µ(β)V ′(β)− µ(β)v′

[
Y (β)

β

]
Y (β)

β2

)
dβ. (22)

Partially integrating (EC ′

β) and usingµ(β)=µ(β1)=0 yields
∫ β1

β
µ(β)V ′(β) = −

∫ β1

β
µ′(β)V (β),

so that the last line of the Lagrangian can be replaced by

+

∫ β1

β

(
−µ′(β)V (β)− µ(β)v′

[
Y (β)

β

]
Y (β)

β2

)
dβ. (23)

The first order conditions are:

∂L

∂V (β)
=

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(Ψ′(V (β))− λ) dG(α|β)h(β)− µ′(β) (24)

+

∫ αm(Y (β)/Lmin)

αu(Y (β)/Lmin)

η(β, α)dα = 0

∂L

∂V (w,α)

∣∣∣∣
α<αu

= (Ψ′(V (w,α))− λ) g(α|w)f(w)− η(Y −1((wLmin), α) = 0 (25)

∂L

∂V (w,αu(w))
= (Ψ′(V (w,α))− λ) g(α|w)f(w)− η(Y −1((wLmin), α) (26)

+λg(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂V
(b+ wLmin − (V (w, a) + v (Lmin)))︸ ︷︷ ︸

T (wLmin)+b

= 0
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∂L

∂Y (β)
= λ

(
1− v′

(
Y (β)

β

)
1

β

)
G(αm(β)|β)h(β) (27)

−µ(β)
v′
(

Y (β)
β

)
+ v′′

(
Y (β)
β

)
Y (β)
β

β2

+

∫ αm(Y (β)/Lmin)

αu(Y (β)/Lmin)

η(β, α)

[
v′
(
Y (β)

β

)
1

β
−

∂V

∂w

1

Lmin

]
dα = 0

∂L

∂b
=

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

Ψ′(b)dG(α|w)dF (w)− λ

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

dG(α|w)dF (w)

−λ

∫ w1

w0

∂αu(w)

∂b
g(αu(w)|w)(T (wLmin) + b)dF (w). (28)

Solving this set of equations forλ yields42

λ =

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

α0

Ψ′(V (w,α))dG(α|w)dF (w). (29)

Integrating (24) yields

µ(β) =

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(λ−Ψ′(V (β))) dG(α|β)dH(β)−

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(Y (β)/Lmin)

αu(Y (β)/Lmin)

η(β, α)dα.

(30)

Inserting (25) and (26) into (30) then results in

µ(β) =

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

[λ−Ψ′(V (β))] dG(α|β)dH(β) (31)

+

∫ β1

β

[∫ αm(Y (β)/Lmin)

αu(Y (β)/Lmin)

[
λ−Ψ′

(
V

(
Y (β)

Lmin
, α

))]
dα

−λg(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂V (w,αu(w))
(T (wLmin) + b)

]
dH(β).

Using ∂V
∂w = (1− T ′(Y (β)))Lmin andv′

(
Y (β)
β

)
1
β = 1− T ′(Y (β)) to simplify (27) yields:

λ

(
1− v′

(
Y (β)

β

)
1

β

)
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)− µ(β)

v′
(

Y (β)
β

)
+ v′′

(
Y (β)
β

)
Y (β)
β

β2
= 0. (32)

42First integrate (25) overαm toαu and add (26) and (28), then integrate this whole expression overβ toβ1, and add
(24) integrated overβ to β1.
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Inserting (30) into (32) and usingεY,1−T ′ = β2

v′′

1−T ′

Y (β) , (where ∂Y
∂(1−T ′) = β2

v′′
can be derived by

implicitly differentiating the FOC of the unconstrained individuals), we have

T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))
λβ

(
εY,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′ + 1

)
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

(33)

=

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(λ−Ψ′(V (β′))) dG(α|β′)dH(β′)

+

∫ w1

Y (β)
Lmin

[∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(λ−Ψ′(V (w,α))) dG(α|w) .

+λg(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)

]
dF (w).

Together with the first order condition with respect tob
∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

Ψ′(b) dG(α|w)dF (w) (34)

−λ

∫ w1

w0

[∫ α1

αu(w)

dG(α|w) + g(αu(w)|w)(T (wLmin) + b)

]
dF (w) = 0

and the transversality conditionµ(β) = 0, i.e.

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(λ−Ψ′(V (β))) dG(α|β)dH(β) +

∫ w1

w0

[∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(λ−Ψ′(V (w,α))) dG(α|w)

+λg(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)

]
dF (w) = 0

(35)
this constitutes the solution.

A.2 Proof of Proposition 2

Negative marginal tax rates can only arise ifA(Y (β)) < 0. The transversality conditions imply
A(Y (β1)) = A(Y (β)) = 0, so that forA(Y (β)) < 0 in an interval]Y (β2), Y (β3)[, we must
haveA′(Y (β2)) ≤ 0, A′(Y (β3)) ≥ 0 andT (Y (β2)) > T (Y (β3)).

In the following, we prove by contradiction that this cannothold. We start with part(i) of
Proposition 2, i.e. with the income interval where the intensive margin is present. Note that

A′(Y (β)) =

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

[Ψ′(V (β))− λ]dG(α|β)h(β)
∂β

∂Y
(36)

+

[∫ αu(wβ)

αm(wβ)

[Ψ′(V (w,α))− λ]dG(α|wβ)

−λg (αu(wβ)|wβ)
∂αu(wβ)

∂T (Y (β))
(T (Y (β)) + b)

]
f(wβ)

Lmin
,

with wβ = Y (β)
Lmin

.
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SolvingA′(Y (β2)) ≤ 0 for T (Y (β2)) + b andA′(Y (β3)) ≥ 0 for T (Y (β3)) + b, and using
T (Y (β2)) > T (Y (β3)) we have

∫ αm(β2)

α(β2)

[Ψ′(V (β2))−λ]dG(α|β2)h(β2)
∂β

∂Y
+

∫ αu(wβ2
)

αm(wβ2
)

[Ψ′(V (wβ2
, α))−λ]dG(α|wβ2

)
f(wβ2

)

Lmin

−
∂αu(wβ2

)

∂T
g(αu(wβ2

)|wβ2
)
f(wβ2

)

Lmin

<

∫ αm(β3)

α(β3)

[Ψ′(V (β3))−λ]dG(α|β3)h(β3)
∂β

∂Y
+

∫ αu(wβ3
)

αm(wβ3
)

[Ψ′(V (wβ3
, α))−λ]dG(α|wβ3

)
f(wβ3

)

Lmin

−
∂αu(wβ3

)

∂T
g(αu(wβ3

)|wβ3
)
f(wβ3

)

Lmin
(37)

UsingΨ
′

(Y ), the average marginal utility of income of all individuals earning incomeY , which
is given by

Ψ
′

(Y (β)) =

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

Ψ′(V (β))dG(α|β)h(β)
∂β

∂Y
+

∫ αu(wβ)

αm(wβ)

Ψ′(V (wβ , α))dG(α|wβ)
f(wβ)

Lmin

h̃(Y (β))

and the definition of̃h(Y ),43 we can rewrite (37) as

[Ψ
′

(Y (β2))− λ] h̃(Y (β2))(
−
∂αu(wβ2

)

∂T
g(αu(wβ2

)|wβ2
)
f(wβ2

)

Lmin

) <
[Ψ

′

(Y (β3))− λ] h̃(Y (β3))(
−
∂αu(wβ3

)

∂T
g(αu(wβ3

)|wβ3
)
f(wβ3

)

Lmin

) (38)

Note that in the denominator we have the mass of individuals (that have earnedY (βi)), who
decide to become unemployed due to an increase of the welfarebenefit. Therefore, the expression
without the bracket[Ψ

′

(Y (βi))−λ] is just the inverse of the relative increase of the unemployed
among the group earningY due to an absolute increase inb (or T ), i.e. the semi-elasticityξh̃,b
for unemployment with respect tob (or T ).

So we have
[Ψ

′

(Y2)− λ]

ξh̃,b(Y2)
<

[Ψ
′

(Y3)− λ]

ξh̃,b(Y3)
.

Since we assumed
∂

∂Y

(
λ−Ψ

′

(Y )

ξh̃,b(Y )

)
> 0, (39)

this is a contradiction and we get part(i) of Proposition 2.

For part(ii) of Proposition 2, i.e. forY > w1Lmin, the extensive margin is absent. In that case
A′(Y (β)) simplifies to

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

[Ψ′(V (β))− λ]dG(α|β)h(β)
∂β

∂Y
. (40)

With the same reasoning as for part(i), part(ii) immediately follows.

43Recall that̃h(Y (β)) = G(αm(β)|β)h(β) dβ
dY

+
(

G
(

αu(wβ)|wβ

)

−G
(

αu(wβ)|wβ

)) f(wβ)

Lmin
.
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A.3 Proof of Proposition 3

Since equation (12) holds for all values ofβ, one can take the derivative with respect toβ:

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(Ψ′(V (β))− λ)dG(α|β)h(β) (41)

+

[∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(Ψ′(V (w,α))− λ) dG(α|w)

−λg(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)

]
f

(
Y (β)

Lmin

)
Y ′(β)

Lmin

−
∂

∂β

[
λβ

(
εY,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′ + 1

)
T ′(Y (β))

1− T ′(Y (β))
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

]
= 0.

Rearranging terms yields Proposition 3.

This result can also be derived by considering the effects ofthe tax perturbation described in
Section 4.2. The first one is the mechanical effect:

dWM =

[∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(Ψ′(V (β))− λ) dG(α|β)h(β)
∂β

∂Y
(42)

+

∫ αu(wβ)

αm(wβ)

(Ψ′(V (wβ , α))− λ) dG(α|wβ)
f(wβ)

Lmin

]
dT ′dY dY,

wheredT ′dY = dT andwβ = Y (β)/Lmin.44 The mechanical effect has to be integrated
over the interval[Y (β′) − dY, Y (β′) + dY ]. This triangular area can be approximated by a
rectangular area with length2dY and height12dT = 1

2dT
′dY . The difference between the

integration over the triangular area and the rectangular area will be of second order asdY → 0.
The term in brackets therefore has to be weighted bydT ′dY dY . This reasoning also applies for
the participation effect:

dWP = λg(αu(wβ)|wβ)
∂αu(wβ)

∂T (Y (β))
(T (Y (β)) + b)

f(wβ)

Lmin
dT ′dY dY. (43)

The substitution effect consists of two parts: the first one to the left, the second, to the right of
Y (β).45 Again taking limits (dY → 0), the sum of these two effects can be replaced by the
derivative:

dWS = −
∂

∂β′

[
λ

β′

ε̃Y,β′

G(αm(β′)|β′)h(β′)

(
−
ε̃Y,1−T ′

1− T ′
T ′

)]
∂β

∂Y
dT ′dY dY. (44)

44The first term is expressed in terms ofβ, and should therefore be weighted bydβ, which can be replaced by
dβ = ∂β

∂Y
dY ; in the second line the same applies fordw.

45To derive the formula for the substitution effect, one first needs the mass of individuals for whom marginal incen-
tives change. It isG(αm(β)|β)h(β)dβ, whereh(β)dβ is the mass of individuals in the interval[β − dβ, β] and
G(αm(β)|β) is the share of all individuals on theβ-line with α < αm, i.e.,L∗ > Lmin. Denote byε̃Y,β = dY

dβ
β
Y

the elasticity of income with respect toβ along the nonlinear tax schedule as defined by Jacquet, Lehmann, and Van der
Linden (2010).dβ can then be replaced by(βdY )/(ε̃Y,βY ). Individuals affected by this change in marginal tax rates

adjust their income according to−
ε̃Y,1−T ′

1−T ′
Y dT ′, whereε̃Y,1−T ′ is also defined along a nonlinear tax schedule. Mul-

tiplying this income change byT ′ then yields the effect on tax revenues. For the effect on welfare, this change in tax
revenues has to be multiplied byλ.
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Taking the sum of these three effects (and dividing by
∂β

∂Y
dT ′dY dY ) yields

dW̃ =

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

(Ψ′(V (β))− λ)dG(α|β)h(β)

+

[∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

(Ψ′(V (w,α))− λ) dG(α|w)

−λg(αu(w′)|w)
∂αu(w′)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)

]
f

(
Y (β)

Lmin

)
Y ′(β)

Lmin

−
∂

∂β

[
λβ

ε̃Y,1−T ′

ε̃Y,β′

T ′

1− T ′
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

]
= 0. (45)

Using the definitions of̃εY,β′ and ε̃Y,1−T ′ and the FOC(1 − T ′)β = v′
(

Y (β)
β

)
of those indi-

viduals that are not constraint by the minimum hours requirement, we have

ε̃Y,β
ε̃Y,1−T ′

=
v′′
(

Y (β)
β

)
Y (β)
β2 + v′

(
Y (β)
β

)
1
β

(1− T ′)
= 1 +

v′′
(

Y (β)
β

)
Y (β)
β2

(1− T ′)
= 1 +

1

εY,1−T ′

,

which then yields Proposition 3.

A.4 Proof of Proposition 4

To derive the reduced form equation first note that
∫ β1

β

G(αm(β′)|β′)dH(β′) +

∫ w1

Y (β)
Lmin

(G(αm(w)|w)−G(αu(w)|w))dF (w) = 1− H̃(Y (β)).

(46)

The observable elasticitŷεY,1−T ′ for incomeY and the elasticityεY,1−T ′ corresponding to the
assumed preferences are linked by

ε̂Y,1−T ′

εY,1−T ′

=
G(αm(β)|β)h(β)

h̃(Y )∂Y∂β
. (47)

Finally, applying integration by substitution, the term
∫ w1

Y (β)
Lmin

g(αu(w)|w)
∂αu(w)

∂T (wLmin)
(T (wLmin) + b)f(w)dw

can be rewritten as

∫ w1Lmin

Y (β)

g

(
αu

(
Y

Lmin

) ∣∣∣∣∣
Y

Lmin

)
∂αu

(
Y

Lmin

)

∂T (Y )

1

h̃(Y )

f
(

Y
Lmin

)

Lmin
︸ ︷︷ ︸

ξ
h̃,b

(T (Y ) + b)dH̃(Y ). (48)

Inserting (46), (47) and (48) into (20) and using the definitionεY,β = ∂Y
∂β

β
Y then yields Proposi-

tion 4.
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A.5 Proof of Corollary 4

If we have the additional constraint thatb ≥ b̄, the Lagrangian is extended byγ(b− b̄). This does
not change the first order conditions with respect toV (β), V (w,α), Y (β). Also, the formula for
the optimal marginal tax rates and for the participation taxes do not change. There is however a
change in the value ofλ,

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

α0

Ψ′(V (w,α))dG(α|w)dF (w) + γ = λ, (49)

and in the first order condition with respect tob:
∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

Ψ′(u(b)) dG(α|w)dF (w) + γ − λ

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

dGdF

−λ

∫ w1

w0

g(αu(w)|w)(T (wLmin) + b)dF (w) = 0. (50)

This can be solved forγ and inserted into (4):

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)

Ψ′(V (β)) dG(α|β) dH(β) +

∫ w1

w0

∫ αu(w)

αm(w)

Ψ(V (w,α)) dG(α|w) =

λ

[
1−

∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)

dGdF −

∫ w1

w0

g(αu(w)|w)(T (wLmin) + b)dF (w)

]
. (51)

Henceλ now reads as

λ =

∫ β1

β

∫ αm(β)

α(β)
Ψ′(V (β)) dG(α|β) dH(β) +

∫ w1

w0

∫ αu(w)

αm(w)
Ψ(V (w,α)) dG(α|w)

1−
∫ w1

w0

∫ α1

αu(w)
dGdF −

∫ w1

w0
g(αu(w)|w)(T (wLmin) + b)dF (w)

. (52)
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